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Abstract 
This paper defines the notion of principal structure for independent matchings as a particular 
instance of the principal structure of submodular systems due to Fujishige. A theorem which 
reveals the relationship between the principal structure and the principal partition is estab- 
lished. Previously known results on bipartite matchings and layered mixed matrices can be 
understood as special cases of this result. 
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1. Introduction 
In the past couple of decades, it has become widely recognized that the theory of 
matroids is useful for practical problems in engineering, as can be seen in [S, 151. The 
most useful part of the theory is concerned with a pair of matroids, namely, matroid 
intersection or independent assignment. Such frameworks are supported by efficient 
algorithms for optimizations. 
However, from a practical point of view, it is important not only to obtain an 
optimal solution but also to grasp hierarchical structure by an appropriate decompo- 
sition technique. Thus the concept of principal partition has been introduced as an 
extension of the Dulmage-Mendelsohn decomposition for bipartite graphs. The 
principal partition can be understood in a more abstract context of submodular 
functions, namely, as being based on the Jordan-Hiilder-type decomposition prin- 
ciple expounded in [6]. 
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One of the applications of the principal partition is the combinatorial canonical form of 
layered mixed matrices. A matrix A = ($) is called a layered mixed matrix (or LM-matrix) 
if the set of nonzero entries of T is algebraically independent over the field to which the 
entries of Q belong. This concept has been proposed by Murota [l l] as a mathematical 
tool for describing discrete physical/engineering systems. It is known that there uniquely 
exists a finest block-triangularization f an LM-matrix, which is called the combinatorial 
canonical firm (or CCF). See [7] for other applications of the principal partition. 
Another decomposition principle, named principal structure of a submodular sys- 
tem has been proposed by Fujishige [3] in a somewhat abstract context. An applica- 
tion of this principle to a submodular system associated with the column set of an 
LM-matrix is found in [12], which extends the SP-decomposition of bipartite graphs 
by McCormick [lo]. It has been shown that the principal structure is the coarsest 
decomposition that is finer than any decompositions induced by the CCF of the 
submatrix consisting of a base of the row set. 
The concept of principal structure has been extended by Tomizawa-Fujishige [16] 
to that of a submodular function on a general (not necessarily distributive) lattice. 
Recently, Iwata-Murota [S] has used this extension in investigating the combina- 
torial aspects of design-variable selections in engineering. It has been shown that the 
principal structure of a submodular function on a modular lattice associated with the 
row side of an LM-matrix gives the coarsest decomposition that is finer than any 
decompositions induced by the CCF of the submatrix consisting of a base of the 
column set. This characterizes the upper bound on the extent to which the discrete 
physical/engineering system described by an LM-matrix can be decomposed by 
a suitable choice of design variables. 
The main purpose of this paper is to understand these two results in a more general 
framework and to reveal the practical significance of the principal structure. We will 
deal with a bipartite structure, i.e., a bipartite graph with a pair of matroids on its 
vertex sets, and prove a theorem which connects the principal structure to the 
principal partition. This result reveals the concrete meaning of the principal structure 
of a submodular function associated with the bipartite structure, showing that the 
principal structure gives the best possible upper bound on the decompositions 
induced by the principal partitions. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 affords preliminaries on the 
principal structure and the principal partition. Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to the 
main theorem and its proof. Section 5 contains discussions on the relation to the 
previously known results about LM-matrices. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Principal structure of submodular systems 
The principal structure of submodular systems is defined as follows [3]. See also [4] 
for the detail on submodular systems. 
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Let N be a finite set and f: 2N + Z be a submodular function: 
f(X) +f(Y) >f(Xu Y) +_/-(Xn Y), X, Y c N. 
The pair (NJ) is called a submodular system. Given an element iE N, we denote by 
D(f; i) the minimum element of the distributive lattice 
9(f;i)={X~NIiEX,f(X)=min(f(Y)liEYcN}}. 
Since the relation 5 defined by 
i 5j 0 iED(f;j) 
is reflexive and transitive by virtue of the submodularity off, N is decomposed into 
partially ordered blocks as follows. Consider the equivalence relation - defined 
by 
i - j 0 iEj, j&i, 
and split N into the equivalence classes {N,, . . ., N,}. A partial order 5 is induced 
among the equivalence classes in such a way that Nk 5 Nr iff i E j for i E Nk ad j E NI. 
This decomposition, together with the partial order 5 among the blocks, is called the 
principal structure of the submodular system (NJ). 
This concept is extended in [16] to that of submodular functions on general attices 
as follows. See also [8] for its application. 
Let 9 be a lattice of finite length and f a submodular function on it: 
f(X) +f(Y) 2S(X v Y) +.I-(X A Y), x, YE9. 
The partial order 3 in 3 is defined as usual by 
XdY ifXv Y= Y orequivalentlyXr\ Y=X. 
Given an element X E 9 we denote by D(f; X ) the minimum element of the sublattice 
(YE9lXI Y,f(Y) = min{f(Y’)IX< Y’E9}>. 
A mapping cp :9 + Y is said [l] to be a closurefunction if it satisfies the following 
three conditions: 
(CLO) vxE9: Xlcp(X). 
(CLl) vx, YE9: x 3 Y * cp(X)<cp(Y). 
(CL2) vxfz_5?: cp(cp(X)) = cp(X). 
Then the mapping D(f; -) : Y -+ 9 is a closure function on 9. 
For a closure function cp, it can be easily shown that &X A Y) = X A Y if 
q(X) = X and cp( Y) = Y. That is to say, the family {X E Y ) q(X) = X } of “closed 
sets” is a lower semilattice. Therefore the subset x(f) defined by 
3-(f) = {xE9lD(f;X) = X) 
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is a lower semilattice containing the maximum element of 9. It is said in [8] that 
x(f) is the principal structure of (9,f). However, in this paper, we call x(f) the 
principaE semilattice so as to reserve the word “principal structure” for the original 
meaning. Denoting by 64(f) the minimum sublattice which contains x(f), we will 
call .5?(f) the principal sublattice of (9,f). 
Put S = 2N, and then the principal sublattice 5?(f) is a distributive lattice, which, 
according to Birkhoff’s representation theorem [l J, can be represented as a family of 
ideals of a poset. This poset is nothing but the principal structure of submodular 
system (N,f) in Fujishige’s sense. 
2.2. Independent matchings and the principal partition 
Let N be a finite set and p be an integer valued function on N satisfying the 
following four conditions: 
(RO) p(0) = 0. 
(Rl) VX E N: p(X) < 1x1. 
(R2) t’X,YgN:Xs Y j p(X)<p(Y). 
(R3) t/X, Y E N: p(X) + p(Y) 2 p(X u Y) + p(X n Y). 
Then M = (N, p) is said to be a mutroid with the rank function p. A subset I of N is an 
independent set of M if p(l) = 111. A b ase is an independent set whose rank (or 
equivalently cardinality) is equal to p(N). 
The dual of a matroid M = (N,p) is a matroid M* = (N,p*) with the rank function 
p* defined by 
p*(X)=IXI+p(N-X)-p(N), XcN. (1) 
For a subset F E N, the restriction of M to F, denoted by Me F is a matroid on F with 
the rank function pF such that pF(X) = p(X) for any X E F. The contraction of M to 
F, denoted by M x F, is a matroid on F with the rank function PF defined by 
PF(X)=P(XU(N-F))--(N-F), XGF. (2) 
It is also said that M x F is obtained from M by contracting N - F. In this respect, 
M x F is also denoted by M/(N - F). 
Let G = (N, S; E) be a bipartite graph, where N, S are vertex sets and E is an edge 
set. Consider a pair of matroids MN = (N,p) and MS = (S, a). Then the triple 
(G, MN, MS) is called a bipartite structure. An independent matching M in (G, MN, MS) 
is a matching whose end-vertex sets a&f E N and &M s S are independent sets in 
MN and in MS, respectively. 
A cover of G is a pair (U, V) of U s N and V E S such that no edges exist between 
N - U and S - V. The rank of a cover (U, Y) is defined to be p(U) + o(V). Then 
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the following theorem is an extension of the famous K&rig-Egervary theorem for 
bipartite matchings. 
Theorem 1. The maximum cardinality of an independent matching is equal to the 
minimum rank of a cover, i.e., 
max { 1 M ( 1 M: an independent matching} 
= min{p(U) + a(V)l(U, V): a cover>. 
The principal partition of (G,MN,MS) is a partially ordered family of bipartite 
structures obtained by the set of minimum-rank covers as follows. Let 42 be the 
distributive lattice which consists of all the covers of G. The operations in 42 are 
defined by 
(Ui, 6) A (U2, V,) = (Ui f-7 U2, V, u V,), 
(Ui, 6) v PJ2, W = WI u U2, V, n V,). 
Then the rank of a cover is a submodular function on 42 because of the submodulari- 
ties of p and B. Since the set of minimizers is a sublattice in general, the set of 
minimum-rank covers forms a distributive lattice Q*. Let 
Irr(Q*) = ((U,, V,) 1 k = 0, 1, . . . . h} 
be the set of join-irreducible elements of %*, where the indices are supposed to be 
compatible with the order in % *, i.e., k G I if (U,, I$) 5 (U,, I$). Apparently, (U,, VO) is 
the minimum element of 4?.! *. For a join-irreducible element (U, V) in 4 * distinct from 
(U,,, V,), we denote by (U, ?) the immediate lower element in Q*. Put 
NO = UO, so=s- v,, 
Nk= U,-pk, Sk= &- v,, for k = 1, . . ..h. 
N, = N - U,, S, = V,, 
where (U,, V,) is the maximum element of ‘42 *. Let Gk = (Nk, Sk; Ek) be the induced 
subgraph of G for k = O,l, . . . . h, 00. Matroidal structures are also induced by 
M,N = MN- U,, M,S = MS/v,, 
Mk” = MN.@&, Mk” = M’.@h/,, for k = 1, . . ..h. 
M: = MN/U,, M: = MS. V,, 
where MN- U,/& for example, denotes the matroid on Nk obtained by contracting 
vk from the restriction MN. U,. Thus we obtain a family of bipartite structures, among 
which the partial order is defined by 
(Gk,MkN,MkS)i_(GI,Mfl,MIS) if and only if (U,, V,)S(U,,K) in @*. 
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This decomposition of the bipartite structure with the partial order is called the 
principal partition. The principal partition naturally induces a partition of the vertex 
set N with a partial order, which we denote by B = ({IV,),“=,, 5). See [7] for the 
algorithm and applications of the principal partition. 
3. Result 
For a bipartite structure (G, MN,MS), we introduce a bisubmodular function 
f: 2N x 2’ --) Z as follows. Put 
Z(Z,.Z) = (jEJ13iEZ: (i,j)EE}, 
and define f by 
f(Z,J) = p*(z) + o*(J) + a.J(r(z,J)) - II), Z E: N, J c S, (3) 
where p* and O* denote the rank functions of the dual matroids MN’ and MS*, 
respectively, and oJ denotes the rank function of MS x J, the contraction of MS to J. 
The function f has an alternative expression: 
f(Z,J) = p*(Z) + IJI - 49 + 4s - Q(Z,J)) - IZI, (4) 
where 
CI(Z,J)= {jE.JlViEZ: (i,j)$ E}. 
When both MN and MS are free matroids, the function f turns out to be a familiar 
object 
f(Z,J) = IT(Z,J)( - (II, Z G N, J c S, 
sometimes called the sufficiency function (= negative of deficiency [9]). 
Lemma 2. The function f of (3) is bisubmodular, i.e., 
f(Zl,Jl) +f(ZhA) >f(Zl nZh.4 ~52) +f(Z, uZ~,JI nJ2), 
Z,cN, .Z,,~S(h=1,2). 
Proof. By the expression (4) it suffices to show the bisubmodularity of o(S - Q(Z, J)), 
which follows from the submodularity and monotonicity of c since we have 
R(Zi,Jl)nR(Z,,Jz)=R(ZluZz,J1nJ,), 
~(ZI,JI)uQ(Zz,.Q E Q(Z1 nZz,J1 u&). 0 
When we fix J c S, it is clear that fJ( .) = f (. , J) is a submodular function. This 
function for J = S is closely related to the principal partition of the bipartite structure 
(G, MN, MS) as follows. 
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Let 9 be a sublattice of 2” induced from the principal partition as 
where %* is defined in Section 2.2. For a cover (N - I, V)E% we have 
V 2 S - Q(Z, S), and it follows from (4) and (1) that 
fs(Z) + P(N) + a(S) - ISI G P(N - Z) + O(V), 
and the equality holds if V = S - Cl(Z, S). Thus 9 coincides with the set of minimizers 
off,. 
Furthermore, let us consider the bipartite structure (G,, MN, MS x .Z) for J c S, 
where GJ = (N, J; E,) is the induced subgraph of G on the vertex subset N u .Z. Then 
we define P’[J] by the sublattice of 2N induced from the principal partition of 
(G,, MN, MS x J), i.e., 
where %J* denotes the family of minimum-rank covers in (G,, MN, MS x J). It can be 
shown in a similar manner that 64[J] coincides with the set of minimizers off,. We 
also denote by 9[J] the partition of the vertex set N with the partial order induced by 
the principal partition of (G,, MN,MS x J). 
Consider a new function p: 2’ + Z defined by 
P(J) = $;f(Z,.Z) + p(N), .Z E S. (5) c 
When both MN and MS are free matroids, the function ,u is the rank function of the 
transversal matroid on S with respect o G. In fact, the function ~1 is, in general, a rank 
function of a matroid on S as will be shown in Lemma 6 in Section 4. It follows from 
Theorem 1 that 
p(J) = z(J) + a*(J), .z E s, (6) 
where T(J) denotes the maximum cardinality of an independent matching in the 
bipartite structure (G,, MN,MS x J). 
Let 93 be the base family of the matroid M = (S,p). Then we have the following 
theorem whose proof is postponed to Section 4. 
Theorem 3. Let X(fs) be the principal semilattice of (2N,fs). Then 
Let A be the family of all the sublattices of 2N augmented by the empty set 0. As is 
well known, n is a lattice whose minimum element is 0 and whose maximum element 
is 2N itself. We have the following corollary to Theorem 3 by considering the sublattice 
generated by each side. 
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Corollary 4. Let _Y( fs) be the principal sublattice of (2N, fs). Then 
=w&) = v ~CW, 
BEl 
where V designates the join operation in the lattice A. 
With the aid of Birkhoff’s representation theorem, Corollary 4 is translated to 
Corollary 5 in terms of partitions and partial order. Let IT be the collection of the pairs 
(rc, <} of a partition K of N and a partial order 5 among the blocks of x. A partial 
order, also denoted by 5, is introduced on Il in such a way that 8’ 5 9’” iff 
8’ = ({N;}, 5’) is a refinement of 9” = ({N;‘}, I”), i.e., (i) (N;} is a refinement of 
(N;‘) as a partition and (ii) N;, E Nil (h = 1,2) and N;, _I’ N;, implies N;: 3” N;;. It is 
easy to see that the partially ordered set (IZ, 5) forms a lattice. Then we have the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 5. Let P(fs) be the principal structure of(N,fs). Then 
%M = A 9ca 
Eel 
where A designates the meet operation in the lattice II. 
Example 1. Let G = (N, S; E) be the bipartite graph illustrated in Fig. 1, where 
N = {51,52,[3,r4}andS= {~1,qz,~3,~4,~5}.ConsidertheuniformmatroidUz,40f 
rank 2 on the ground set N and the graphic matroid M(H) on S, where the graph H is 
H 
Fig. 1. The bipartite graph G and the graph H in Example 1. 
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PUS) w%l P[Bjl Wsl 
(j = 2,374) 
Fig. 2. The principal structure 9(fS) and the partial partitions 9[EI] and PC&] in Example 1. 
also illustrated in Fig. 1. Then we have the bipartite structure (G,MN,MS) with 
MN = U2,4 and MS = M(H). 
The principal semilattice X(fs) on (2N,fs) is given by (8, {<r}, (&>, N} and the 
principal structure P(fs) is illustrated in Fig. 2, The base family W of the matroid 
M=(S,p)is9={(Bj=S--{qj}Ij=l,..., 5). It can be easily verified that P’[Z?r] = 
{0,{51},N}, UC&l = UC&l = 9LKJ = {f&N} and ~[&I = {8,{5~},N}. Then 
the principal partitions P[cBj]‘s are as illustrated in Fig. 2. We can see that the 
principal structure 9(fs) is the coarsest refinement of the principal partitions 
~[Bj]'S. 
4. Proof 
Before entering into the proof of Theorem 3, we show the aforementioned fact that 
the function p introduced in Section 3 is a rank function of a matroid on S. 
Lemma 6. The function p is a rank function of a matroid on S satisfying (RO)-(R3) in 
Section 2.2. 
Proof. The condition (RO) is clear. 
(Rl) It follows from p*(N) + p(N) = [NJ that 
P(J) <fW,J)+p(N)=IJI -a(S)+o(S-Q(N,.J))< IJI. 
(R2) Suppose J’ c J, and then it suffices to show that f (I,J') <f (I, J) for any 
I G R. It follows from the submodularity of c that 
a((S - J’) u Z(Z,.Z’)) + a(S - J) d a((S - ‘Z) u Z(Z,.Z’)) + a(S - J’). 
Hence aJP(Z(Z,.Z’)) < oJ(Z(Z,.Z’)). Furthermore, it follows from the monotonicity of 
(T., that o.,(Z(Z,.Z’)) < a# (Z,J)). Hence, oJ(Z’(Z,.Z’)) < a#(Z,J)). On the other 
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hand, from the monotonicity of a*, it holds that a*(.Z’) < a*(J). Therefore, 
f(Z, J’) < f(Z, J) is satisfied. 
(R3) Consider Z1,Z2 E R such that ~#r) =f(Zr,.Zr) + p(N), p(.Z2) =f(Zz,.Zz) + 
p(N). Then we have 
AJI) + P(4) =f(Z1,J1) +f(Z,,J,) + 2P(N) 
~f(Z,uZ,,J,n52)+f(ZlnZ,,J,uJz)+2p(N) 
2 /&I n 4) + P(J1 u 32). 0 
We now begin the proof of Theorem 3. Consider the bipartite structure 
(GB,MN,MS x B) for BE& Since 
JBI = min f(Z,Z?) + p(N) 
IGN 
and 
AN, B) + p(N) = 14 - a(S) + a(S - WV, B)) < 14, 
we have 
f(N, B) = min SK B), 
IEN 
which implies 
na = ~x(_M (7) 
from the definition of JK(&). Hence, in order to prove Theorem 3, we shall reveal the 
relation between x(fs) and x(fB), i.e., the relation between D(fs; X ) and D(fs; X ). 
Lemma 7. For any X E N and any J G S, 
D(fs;X) c WkX). 
Proof. The following argument is the same as that in [12]. Fix X E N and put 
Ds = D(fs; X) and DJ = D(&;X) for notational simplicity. To establish Ds G DJ, it 
suffices to show 
By the bisubmodularity off, we have 
fs(Ds,S)-f(D,nDJ,S)~f(DsuDJ,J)-f(DJ,J). 
That is, 
.A(&) -.A(4 n 0,) afJ(& u DJ) --fJ(DJ), 
where the right-hand side must be nonnegative since X E Ds u DJ. 0 
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Lemma 8. For any X E N, there exists B E W such that 
Dtfs; X I= Dtfs; X 1. 
Proof. Fix X E N and put Ds =D(Ss;X),K=T(Ds,S),S’=S-K,N’=N-Ds 
for notational simplicity. 
We claim that 
p(S’) = o*(S’) + p(N’). (8) 
To compute p(S’) we pay attention to 
cc(S’) = min f (I, S’) + p(N) = min f(l, S’) + p(N), 
15N Ir)Ds 
where the second equality holds since f(1 u Ds, S’) <f(Z, S’) for I E N. Assuming 
I 1 Ds, we have 
f(Z,S')= p*(l)+ o*(s')+ o#(Z,S'))- 111 
= p*(I) + a*(S’) + o(r(l,S’)u K) - o(K) - 111 
= p*(Z) + a*(S’) + o(T(Z,S)) - a(K) - )I) 
=f(l,S)-f(D,,S)+ a*@')+ P*(W- PSI (by (4)) 
2 a*(S’) + p(N’) - p(N) (by the definition of Ds). 
Clearly, the equality holds if I = Ds. Thus we obtain (8). 
Hence, there exists a base BE B in matroid M = (S, p) such that 
(B n S’( = o*(S’) + p(N’). 
PutJ’=BnS’andJK=BnK=B-J’,andthenwehave 
(9) 
f(Ds,B) = P*@s) + o*(B) + adr(D,,B)) - PSI 
= PW’) - P(N) + a*(B) + ~B(JK) (by (1)) 
= p(N’) - p(N) + (B( - o(S) + a(S - J’) (by (1) and (2)) 
= PW’) - P(N) + IBI + a*(J’) - IJ’I (by (1)) 
= (81 - p(N) + o*(J’) - a*(S’) (by (9)) 
G IBI - P(N) 
= min f(1, B) (by (5)). 
IEN 
Therefore, we obtain Ds 2 D( fs; X). Since Ds E D(&; X) is proved in Lemma 7, we 
may conclude that Ds = D(fs;X). 0 
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Now we are ready to accomplish the proof of Theorem 3. It follows from Lemma 7 
that D(fJ;X) = X implies D(f,;X) = X. Hence, 
X(fJ) E X(fs) 
holds for any J E S. On the other hand, from Lemma 8, X = D(_&; X ) implies the 
existence of BE W such that X = D( fB; X ). That is to say, 
Thus we have OK = lJBEl .%(fB), which establishes Theorem 3 when combined 
with (7). 
5. Discussion 
5.1. Appiications to Iayered mixed matrices 
In this section, we discuss what our result implies as to layered mixed matrices and 
show that the previously known properties [8,12] are understood as special cases of 
the present result. 
Let K be a subfield of F. An m x n matrix A = ($) is called a layered mixed matrix (or 
LM-matrix) with respect o FJK when Q is an mQ x n matrix over K, T is an mT x n 
matrix over F, and the set of nonzero entries of T is algebraically independent over K. 
For a matrix A in general, we denote the row set and the column set of A by Row(A) 
and Cal(A), respectively, and the submatrix with the row set R’ and the column set C’ 
by A[R’, C’]. See [ll, 13,141 for more details about LM-matrices. 
Given an LM-matrix A = ($), set R, = Row(Q) and RT = Row(T). Let 
G(T) = (RT, C; E) be a bipartite graph which represents the zero/nonzero structure of 
T, i.e., E = {(i, j) 1 Tj # 0, i E RT, j E C}. On the vertex set C, consider the dual matroid 
M(Q)* of the matric matroid M(Q) defined by the linear dependency of the column 
vectors in Q. Then we have a bipartite structure (G(T), MR~, M(Q)*), where MRr is the 
free matroid on RT. The rank of A is determined by the maximum cardinality of an 
independent matching, i.e., 
rank A = rank Q + max (1 M 11 M: an independent matching}. (10) 
The principal partition of the bipartite structure (G(T), MRr, M(Q)*) splits RT and 
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where e(J) = rank QIRo,J] for J E C, i.e., @is the rank function of M(Q). Hence, by 
a suitable transformation of the form: 
A= (2 pT)(eT). (11) 
we obtain a block-triangular matrix A”. That is, R = Row(x) and C = Col(A”) are split 
intoacertainnumberofblocks:(Ro;R,,...,R,;R,)and(Co;C1,...,Cb;Cm)insuch 
a way that 
IRoI < ICOI or IRoI = ICOI = 0, 
lRkl = l&l >O fork= l,...,b, 
and 
A[R,_C,]=O ifO<l<k<cxx 
Furthermore, A” is properly block-triangularized, i.e., 
rankA”[R,,CJ = min(]R,I,ICkl) for k = O,l,...,b,co 
is satisfied. The block-triangular matrix A” is called the combinatorial canonical form 
(or the CCF) of A. The CCF is the finest proper block-triangularization under 
admissible transformations, transformations of the form (11). The submatrices 
A”[R,, Co] and A[R,, C,] are called the horizontal tail and the vertical tail, respec- 
tively. 
The bisubmodular function f introduced in Section 3 is now given by 
f(Z,.Z) = @(.Z - T(Z,J)) + IT(Z,.Z)l - III, Z E RT, J E C. (12) 
Let M(A) be the matric matroid defined by the linear dependency of the column 
vectors in A. Then it follows from (6) and (10) that p agrees with the rank function of 
M(A). Thus we have the following corollary to Theorem 3. 
Corollary 9. For thefinctionfof( 12) associated with an LM-matrix A, let X( fc) be the 
principal semilattice of (2R~, fc) and _Yc,--[B] the sublattice of 2R~ induced by the CCF 
of A[R, B]. Then 
where W is the family of column bases of A. 
This corollary captures the combiatorial essence of Theorem 6 of [S], and tells that 
the principal structure offc gives the refinement of the horizontal tail of the CCF of A. 
Thus this concept is called the horizontal principal structure of LM-matrices. 
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The oertical principal structure of LM-matrices can also be treated in the present 
framework as follows. We now exchange the roles of N and S to take N = C, S = RT, 
E = {(j, i) 1 &j # 0, ie RT, jE C}, MN = M(Q)* and MS = MR~ (free matroid). Then 
the bisubmodular function f of (3) becomes 
f(J,Z) = e(J) + lZ(J,Z)l - VI, J G C, 1 G RT, 
whereitshouldbeclearthatT(J,Z)= (iEZl3jEJ: ~j#O,i~R,, jEC}.LetM’(A) 
be the linear matroid defined by the linear dependency of the row vectors in A. Then it 
follows from (6) and an identity similar to (10) that p is the rank function of the 
matroid M’(A)/R,. Let 9!!cr[B’] be the partition of C with the partial order among 
blocks induced by the CCF of A [B’, C] and 9’ be the base family of M’(A)/R,. Thus 
we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary 10. Let y(f&) be the principal structure of(C,fR,). Then 
%fR,) = A %CF[~‘l. 
B’EP’ 
This corollary seems lightly stronger than the main theorem of [12], though this is 
implicit in the proof in [12]. The principal structure offa, gives the refinement of the 
vertical tail of the CCF. Hence, this concept is called the vertical principal structure of 
LM-matrices, though it is originally called merely “principal structure” of LM- 
matrices in [12]. 
5.2. Remark on possible extensions 
In this section we discuss a possible extension of our result. In view of the 
proof of Lemma 7 one might hope that one could have something like Theorem 3 
for a bisubmodular function whose minimum value, with one argument fixed, 
becomes a rank function of a matroid. However, this is not true as will be seen 
below. 
A matrix A is said to be a multilayered matrix [ll] if its row set is divided into 
a number of groups R 1,. . . , R,; a multilayered matrix is of the form 
A= 
We assume here that all the nonzero entries of A are independent parameters. Then 
we have the following rank identity: 
rankA[Z,J] = min p(l,J’) + JJ(, 
J’ E J 
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where 




In particular, for C = Cal(A), we have 
rankA[Z,C] = min p(l,J) + ICI. 
J&C 
For I c R = Row(A), we write pr( -) = p(Z;). 
On the analogy of Theorem 3, one might expect that X(pR) = UeEg U[B], where 
X(pR) is the principal semilattice of pR, 9 is the family of row bases of the matrix 
A and 9[B] is the set of minimizers of pB. The following example shows, however, 
that this is not true. 
Example 2. Consider a multilayered matrix A with independent nonzero entries as 
follows: 
Cl c2 c3 
r 
r1 * * * 
r2 * * * 
A= 
13 0 * * 
r4 1 * * 0 
where C = {~1,~2,~3}, RI = { r,,r2}, R2 = {r3, r4) and * denotes a nonzero entry. 
Then B = {Bili = 1, . . . . 4}, where Bi = R - {ri}. It can be easily verified that 
UIB1] = 9[B21 = {0,C}, deCkI = (8, {c3>, C} and 9P.J = (0, {CI ),C>. Hence 
U BEI YCBI = (8, {cl>, {c3>, C}, whereas XbR) = @, {cI>, {cz>, (~31, C>. 
6. Conclusion 
A concrete meaning of the principal structure of submodular systems associated 
with a bipartite structure, i.e., a bipartite graph with a pair of matroids on its vertex 
sets, is discussed. Previously known results on layered mixed matrices are understood 
as special cases. It should be noted that the principal structure can be computed 
efficiently by repeatedly applying the algorithm for the maximum cardinality indepen- 
dent matching. 
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